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QUESTION 1

You work as the network administrator at ABC.com. The ABC.com network has a domain named ABC.com. The servers
at the ABC.com network run Windows Server. ABC.com has a subsidiary named Test Labs, Inc. that has a domain 

named testlabs.com. 

The ABC.com network has a DNS server named ABC-SR05. ABC-SR05 acts as a secondary zone for testlabs.com 

What actions must you take to track when the DNS server at Test Labs, Inc. sends notifications of modifications in the
zone of testlabs.com to ABC-SR05? 

A. You must run the gpresult command in verbose mode. 

B. You must select debug logging and set the log to store Notification events on ABC- SR05. 

C. You must run the secedit command in analysis mode. 

D. You must configure a two-way initiated demand-dial connection. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A beta version of an application you’re testing to send and receive data on your network does not seem to be sending
compressed data before sending packets across the network. You’re looking at the architecture of the application to
see if you can determine where the problem likely originates. Using the OSI model, from where is the problem probably
originating? 

A. Transport layer 

B. Application layer 

C. Presentation layer 

D. Physical layer 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

The ABC.com network consists of a single Active Directory domain named ABC.com. All servers are configured with
Windows Server and all client computers with Windows XP Professional. 

At present there are 100 servers in an organizational unit named Terminal Servers, configured to run Terminal
Services. 

The Terminal Servers host in-house applications. Only ABC.com users with Power Users group membership can run
these in-house applications. 

A new ABC.com security policy states that the Power Users Group must be empty on all servers. 
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How would you ensure that the in-house applications will be available to users on the servers when the new security
requirement is enabled? (Choose two.) 

A. Set up a GPO in link it to the Terminal Servers OU. 

B. Set up the Compatws.inf security template to allow the Local Users group to run the legacy applications. C. Import
the Compatws.inf template into the GPO. 

C. Change the legacy application executable file permissions to allow the Local Users group Full Control permission. 

D. Place the Domain Users group on the Local Administrators group on the Terminal Servers. 

E. Set up the Terminal Servers to run in Application Mode. 

F. Set up the Terminal Servers to run in Remote Administration Mode. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 4

You work as a network administrator for ABC.com. The ABC.com network consists of a single Active Directory domain
named ABC.com. There are currently 120 Web servers running Windows Server and are contained in an Organizational
Unit (OU) named ABC_WebServers 

ABC.com management took a decision to uABCrade all Web servers to Windows Server. You disable all services on
the Web servers that are not required. After running the IIS Lockdown Wizard on a recently deployed web server, you
discover that services such as NNTP that are not required are still enabled on the Web server. 

How can you ensure that the services that are not required are forever disabled on the Web servers without affecting
the other servers on the network? (Choose two.) 

A. Set up a GPO that will change the startup type for the services to Automatic. 

B. By linking the GPO to the ABC_WebServers OU. 

C. Set up a GPO with the Hisecws.inf security template imported into the GPO. 

D. By linking the GPO to the domain. 

E. Set up a GPO in order to set the startup type of the redundant services to Disabled. 

F. By linking the GPO to the Domain Controllers OU. 

G. Set up a GPO in order to apply a startup script to stop the redundant services. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 5

You work as It Admin at ABC.com. The ABC.com network consists of a domain named ABC.com. The servers at the
ABC.com network run Windows Server. The ABC.com network has a file server named ABC-SR18. ABC-SR18 hosts 

shared folders. 
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During your routine monitoring, you notice that ABC-SR18 has a connectivity issue. To investigate further you run
Network Monitor, but notices that during capturing, network packets were dropped. 

What actions must you take to minimize the dropping of packets while monitoring ABC-SR18? 

A. You should configure a persistent demand-dial connection. 

B. You should configure a persistent demand-dial connection. 

C. You should use dedicated capture mode when utilizing the Network Monitor. 

D. You should select the Do not overwrite events option in the Event Viewer. 

Correct Answer: 
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